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Abstract
Our aim in this paper is to show mean continuity in a certain strong sense at points except
in a small set for potentials of functions in Musielak-Orlicz spaces.
x 1. Introduction





where 0 <  < N and f 2 Lploc(RN ) (1  p <1) is assumed to satisfyZ
RN
(1 + jxj) N jf(x)j dx <1;
the following mean continuity is known (see, e.g., [1], [10] and [14]):
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jIf(x)  If(x0)jp] dx = 0
for x0 2 RN n E with a set E of (; p)-capacity zero. (jB(x0; r)j denotes the
Lebesgue measure of B(x0; r).)
Variable exponent Lebesgue spaces and Sobolev spaces were introduced to discuss
nonlinear partial dierential equations with non-standard growth conditions. Mean
continuity of Riesz potentials of functions in variable exponent Lebesgue spaces Lp()
was investigated in [3] (also, cf. [2] and [4] for mean continuity of functions in variable
exponent Sobolev spaces). For Riesz potentials on the two variable exponents spaces
Lp()(logL)q(), see [11]. These spaces are special cases of so-called Musielak-Orlicz
spaces ([12]).
Our aim in this paper is to show mean continuity in a certain strong sense at
points except in a small set for potentials of functions in Musielak-Orlicz spaces as an
extension of the above results. Recently, a capacity dened by potentials of functions
in Musielak-Orlicz spaces was introduced in [5]. We discuss the size of the exceptional
sets using such capacity.
x 2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we consider a function
(x; t) := t(x; t) : RN  [0;1)! [0;1)
satisfying the following conditions (1) { (4):
(1) (  ; t) is measurable on RN for each t  0 and (x;  ) is continuous on [0;1) for
each x 2 RN ;
(2) there exists a constant A1  1 such that
A 11  (x; 1)  A1 for all x 2 RN ;
(3) (x; ) is uniformly almost increasing, namely there exists a constant A2  1 such
that
(x; t)  A2(x; s) for all x 2 RN whenever 0  t < s;
(4) there exists a constant A3  1 such that
(x; 2t)  A3(x; t) for all x 2 RN and t > 0:
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Note that (2), (3) and (4) imply
0 < inf
x2RN
(x; t)  sup
x2RN
(x; t) <1
for each t > 0.
If (x; ) is convex for each x 2 RN , then (3) holds with A2 = 1; namely (x; )
is non-decreasing for each x 2 RN .










(x; t)  (x; t)  A2(x; t)
for all x 2 RN and t  0.
By (3), we see that
(2.2) (x; at)
( A2a(x; t) if 0  a  1
 A 12 a(x; t) if a  1:
Example 2.1. Let p() and q() be measurable functions on RN such that
(P1) 1  p  := infx2RN p(x)  supx2RN p(x) =: p+ <1
and
(Q1)  1 < q  := infx2RN q(x)  supx2RN q(x) =: q+ <1.
Then, p();q();a(x; t) = tp(x)(log(a + t))q(x) (a  e) satises (1), (2) and (4).
It satises (3) if p  > 1 or q   0. As a matter of fact, it satises (3) if and only if
q(x)  0 at points x where p(x) = 1 and
sup
x:p(x)>1;q(x)<0
q(x) log(p(x)  1) <1
(see section 6: Appendix).
Given (x; t) as above and an open set G in RN , the associated Musielak-Orlicz
space on G is dened by
L(G) =






y; jf(y)j dy <1 ;
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which is a Banach space with respect to the norm
kfkL(G) = inf




















whenever kfkL(G)  1, where  = log 2= log(2A3) > 0.
Proof. Let f 2 L(G) and suppose  := kfkL(G)  1. Then by (2.1),Z
G
(x; jf(x)j) dx  2A3
Z
G
(x; jf(x)j) dx  2A3
Z
G
(x; jf(x)j=) dx  2A3:
On the other hand, suppose  :=
R
G
(x; jf(x)j) dx  A 12 . Choose k 2 N such
that (2A3)
 k < A2  (2A3) k+1. Then, by (2.1) and (4)Z
G
(x; 2k 1jf(x)j) dx  A2
Z
G
(x; 2k 1jf(x)j) dx  A2(2A3)k 1  1:









We shall also consider the following conditions:
(5) for every  > 0, there exists a constant B  1 such that
(x; t)  B(y; t)
whenever jx  yj  t 1=N and t  1;
(3) t 7! t "0(x; t) is uniformly almost increasing on (0;1) for some "0 > 0, namely
there exists a constant A2;"0  1 such that
t "0(x; t)  A2;"0s "0(x; s) for all x 2 RN whenever 0 < t < s:
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Example 2.3. Let p();q();a(x; t) be as in Example 2.1. It satises (5) if
(P2) p() is log-Holder continuous, namely
jp(x)  p(y)j  Cp
log(1=jx  yj) for jx  yj 
1
2
with a constant Cp  0,
and
(Q2) q() is log-log-Holder continuous, namely
jq(x)  q(y)j  Cq
log(log(1=jx  yj)) for jx  yj  e
 2
with a constant Cq  0.
It satises (3) if p  > 1 with 0 < "0 < p    1.
In this paper, as a kernel function onRN , we consider k(x) = k(jxj) (with the abuse
of notation) with a function k(r) : (0;1)! (0;1) satisfying the following conditions:





(k3) there exists a constant K1  1 such that k(r)  K1k(r + 1) for all r  1.








for r > 0. Then k(r)  k(r), k(r) is non-increasing and
(2.3) lim
r!0+
rN k(r) = 0:
For 0 <  < N , the Riesz kernel I(x) = jxj N and the Bessel kernel g of order
 are typical examples of k(x) satisfying above conditions.
We dene the k-potential of a locally integrable function f on RN by








k(1 + jyj)jf(y)j dy <1;
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which is equivalent to the condition that k  jf j 6 1 by the conditions (k2) and (k3)
(see [10, Theorem 1.1, Chapter 2]). Note that k  f 2 L1loc(RN ) under this assumption.
Set
 (x; s) := s 1k(s 1=N ) 1(x; s) (x 2 RN ; s > 0);
where  1(x; s) = supft > 0;(x; t) < sg.
Here we note:




  t (cf. [7, Lemma 5.2 (4)]). (For two functions f and g, f  g
means that there is a constant C  1 such that C 1g  f  Cg.)
We shall consider the following condition (k):
(k) s 7! s "1 (x; s) is uniformly almost increasing on (0;1) for some "1 > 0, namely
there exists a constant A   1 such that
s "11  (x; s1)  A s "12  (x; s2)
for all x 2 RN whenever 0 < s1 < s2.
Example 2.4. If k is the Riesz kernel I, then p();q();a(x; t) in Example 2.1
satises (k) if p+ < N .
We consider a function 	(x; t) : RN  [0;1) ! [0;1) satisfying the following
conditions:
(	1) 	(; t) is measurable on RN for each t  0 and 	(x; ) is continuous on [0;1) for
each x 2 RN ;
(	2) there is a constant A4  1 such that
	(x; at)  A4a	(x; t)
for all x 2 RN , t > 0 and 0  a  1;





for all x 2 RN and s > 0.
Note: (	2) implies that 	(x; ) is uniformly almost increasing on [0;1); if we
assume (k), then  (x; t) ! 1 uniformly as t ! 1, and hence (	k) implies that
	(; t) is bounded on RN for every t > 0.
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Example 2.5. For p();q();a(x; t) in Example 2.1 and the Riesz kernel I (0 <
 < N), if p+ < N , then










so that we may take
	(x; t) = tp
](x)(log(e+ t))p
](x)q(x)=p(x):
We know the following result (see [6, Corollary 6.3]; also cf. [7, Corollary 6.5]; note
that condition (	k) given there is essentially the same as the above one, in view of
(2.5)).
Lemma 2.6. Suppose (x; t) satises (3), (5) and (k); 	(x; t) satises
(	1), (	2) and (	k). Then there exists a constant C > 0, such thatZ
B(0;1)
	(x; k  f(x)=C) dx  1
for all f  0 satisfying kfkL(B(0;1))  1.
x 3. Mean continuity
In this section, we prove our main theorem, which gives an extension of Meyers [9],
Harjulehto-Hasto [4] and the authors [3, Theorem 4:5], [11, Theorem 3:4].
For a measurable function u on RN , we dene the integral mean over a measurable










Theorem 3.1. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on RN satisfying
(2:4) and set
E1 := fx 2 RN : k  f(x) =1g;
E2 :=
n












(1) Suppose k(r) satises
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(k4) there is a constant K2 > 0 such that







jk  f(x)  k  f(x0)j dx = 0
for all x0 2 RN n (E1 [ E2).
(2) Besides the assumptions on k(r), (x; t) and 	(x; t) given in Lemma 2.6, assume
further that k(r) satises
(k5) there is a constant K3 > 0 such that







	(x; jk  f(x)  k  f(x0)j) dx = 0
for all x0 2 RN n (E1 [ E2).
Note that (k5) implies (k4) with K2 = K3k(1=2). The Riesz kernel I (0 <  < N)
satises (k5).


















f(y) dy = 0:












 N"k(r) 1 +A1A2"r N k(r) 1
Z
B(x0;r)
(y; " 1rN k(r)f(y)) dy
 N"k(r) 1 +A(")r N k(r) 1
Z
B(x0;r)
(y; rN k(r)f(y)) dy;
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f(y) dy  N":
Hence, we have the required result.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let x0 2 RN n (E1 [ E2) and write







k(x  y)f(y) dy   k  f(x0)
= I1(x) + I2(x):
(1) If y 2 RN n B(x0; 2jx   x0j), then jx0   yj  2jx   yj. Hence, if jx0   yj  1,
then k(x  y)  k(jx0   yj=2)  K2k(x0   y) by (k1) and (k4); if 1 < jx0   yj  2, then
jx  yj  jx0   yj=2 > 1=2, so that k(x  y)  k(1=2)  k(1=2)k(2) 1k(x0   y) by (k1);
if jx0   yj > 2 and jx  x0j  1, then k(x  y)  k(jx0   yj   1)  K1k(x0   y) by (k1)
and (k3). Thus,
(3.3) k(x  y)  K 0k(x0   y)
withK 0 = maxfK2; k(1=2)=k(2); K1g, whenever y 2 RN nB(x0; 2jx x0j) and jx x0j 
1.
By (k1), k(r) is continuous a.e. on (0;1), so that k(x  y)! k(x0   y) as x! x0
for almost every y 2 RN . Since k  f(x0) < 1, noting (3.3) we can apply Lebesgue's










jI2(x)j dx = 0:
For I1, note that
0  I1(x) 
Z
B(x0;r)
k(x  y)f(y) dy = k  fr(x)





I1(x) dx   
Z
B(x0;r=2)
















k(x  y) dx   
Z
B(x0;r=2)







I1(x) dx = 0
by Lemma 3.2. Thus, together with (3.5), we obtain (3.1).






	(x; 2jI2(x)j) dx = 0
by (	2) and the boundedness of 	(x; 1).






	(x; 2k  fr(x)) dx = 0:
Let 0 < r  1, x = x0 + rz with jzj < 1. For y 2 B(x0; r), write y = x0 + rw with
jwj < 1. If jz   wj  1, then by (k5) k(x   y)  K3k(r)k(z   w). If 1 < jz   wj < 2,
then r < jx  yj < 2r, so that by (k1), (k5) and (k3)
k(x  y)  k(r)  K3k(r)k(1)  K3K1k(r)k(2)  K1K3k(r)k(z   w):
Hence
k  fr(x) =
Z
B(x0;r)
k(x  y)f(y) dy  K1K3
Z
B(0;1)
rN k(r)k(z   w)f(x0 + rw) dw





	(x0 + rz; 2k  gr(z)) dz = 0;
where gr(w) = r
N k(r)fr(x0 + rw).
Let
x0;r(x; t) = (x0 + rx; t) and 	x0;r(x; t) = 	(x0 + rx; t):
Then, x0;r satises (1), (2), (3
), (4) and (k) with the same constants A1, "0,
A2;"0 , A3, "1 and A . Further, it satises (5) with the same B whenever 0 < r  1.
As to 	x0;r, it satises (	1) and (	2) with the same constant A4. The pair
(x0;r; 	x0;r) satises (	k) with the same constant A5.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of x0 and























x0 + rz; 2k  gr(z)

dz  2A4Cr











x0 + rz; r
N k(r)fr(x0 + rz)

dz
= jB(0; 1)j  
Z
B(x0;r)
(x; rN k(r)f(x)) dx! 0 as r ! 0 + :
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, r ! 0 as r ! 0+. Thus (3.8), and hence (3.7) holds.
Since
	(x; jk  f(x)  k  f(x0)j)  A4	(x; I1(x) + jI2(x)j)
 A24
 






	(x; 2I1(x)) dx  A4  
Z
B(x0;r=2)




	(x; 2k  fr(x)) dx;
(3.2) follows from (3.6) and (3.7).






for u 2 L1loc(RN ).






	(x; jk  f(x)  (k  f)B(x0;r)j) dx = 0
holds for x0 2 RN n (E1 [ E2). In this section, we shall show that this holds also for
x0 2 E1 n E2 under the following additional condition for k:
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(k6) there exists a constant K4 > 0 such that
k(r)  k(s)  K4(s  r)r 1k(r)
whenever 0 < r < s.
The Riesz kernel I(x) = jxj N (0 <  < N) satises this condition.
Note that if k satises (k6), then k is continuous and
(4.2) d( r 1k(r))  (1 +K4)r 1k(r)dr
r
:
Theorem 4.1. Besides the assumptions on k(r), (x; t) and 	(x; t) given in
Lemma 2.6, assume further that k(r) satises (k5) and (k6). Let f be a nonnegative
















Lemma 4.2. Let x0 2 RN and let f be a nonnegative measurable function on





is bounded on [;1) for  > 0.




If 1  jx0   yj < t, then 1 + jyj  m + t for an integer m such that m  1 + jx0j.
















k(1 + jyj)f(y) dy <1
for t  1.
Lemma 4.3. Let x0 2 RN and let f be a nonnegative measurable function on
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Proof. Let " > 0. Then, by Lemma 3.2 and k(t)  k(t), there exists a constant




f(y) dy  "




f(y) dy M <1




































Hence, we have the required result.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let x0 2 RN nE2 and let x 2 B(x0; r). Also, let 0 < r  1.
Write





























k(y   z) dz
!
f(y) dy
= I1(x) + I2(x)  I3:
For I2, let jx0   xj < r, jx0   zj < r and jx0   yj  2r. Then, by (k6)
jk(x  y)  k(z   y)j  2K4jx  zjjx0   yj 1maxfk(x  y); k(z   y)g:
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that
k(x  y)  K 0k(x0   y) and k(z   y)  K 0k(x0   y)
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with K 0 = maxfK3k(1=2); k(1=2)=k(2); K1g. Hence
































As to I3, we have by Lemma 3.2
0  I3  k(r)
Z
B(x0;2r)
f(y) dy  2N k(2r)
Z
B(x0;2r)
f(y) dy ! 0







	(x; 2jI2(x)  I3j) dx = 0:







	(x; 2I1(x)) dx = 0:






	(x; jk  f(x)  (k  f)B(x0;r)j) dx = 0:
x 5. Size of exceptional sets
First, we introduce a notion of capacity (cf. [5]). For a set E  RN and an open






where Sk(E;G) is the family of all nonnegative measurable functions f on R
N such
that f vanishes outside G and k  f(x)  1 for every x 2 E. Here, note that E  G is
not required.
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Lemma 5.1 ([5, Proposition 3:1]). The set function Ck;(  ;G) is countably sub-
additive and nondecreasing.
We say that E is of (k;)-capacity zero, written as Ck;(E) = 0, if
Ck;(E \G;G) = 0 for every bounded open set G.
Lemma 5.2 ([5, Proposition 3:3]). For E  RN , Ck;(E) = 0 if and only if
there exists a nonnegative function f 2 L(RN ) such that k  f 6 1 and
k  f(x) =1 whenever x 2 E:
By Lemma 5.2 we have
Proposition 5.3. If f 2 L(RN ), then E1 in Theorem 3.1 has (k;)-capacity
zero .
To estimate the size of E2 in Theorem 3.1, we introduce a Hausdor measure
dened by the (variable) measure function
h(r;x) = rN(x; r N k(r) 1)
for x 2 RN and r > 0.







B(xj ; rj)  E; 0 < rj < 1
9=; :
Here we note that
(h1) there exists a constant A > 0 such that h(5r;x)  Ah(r;x) for all x 2 RN and
r > 0;
(h2) limr!0 r N (infx h(r;x)) =1.
We show the following result (cf. Meyers [8, 9]; also cf. [10, Chapter 5, Lemma
8.2]).
Lemma 5.4. If f 2 L(RN ), then Hh(Eh;f ) = 0, where
Eh;f :=
(






(y; jf(y)j) dy > 0
)
:
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Proof. It suces to show that Hh(E(a)) = 0 for each a > 0, where
E(a) :=
(






(y; jf(y)j) dy > a
)
:
For " > 0, by (h2) we can nd  > 0 (  1) such that
h(r;x) > " 1rN






(y; jf(y)j) dy > a:
By a covering lemma (see, e.g., [1, Theorem 1.4.1]), we can take a disjoint subfamily
fB(xj ; r(xj))g such that E(a) 
S




































Since f 2 L(RN ), by the absolute continuity of integrals we see that Hh(E(a)) = 0,
as required.
On the other hand, by [5, Corollary 4.8], we have the following result.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose (x; t) satises (5). If f 2 L(RN ), then Ck;(Eh;f ) =
0.
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in [5, Corollary 4.8] is satised by (5), since rN k(r)  1 for small r > 0 by (2.3).
Now, we consider a further condition on (x; t):
(6) there exists a constant A6 > 0 such that
(x; s)(x; t)  A6 (x; st)
for all x 2 RN , s  1 and t > 0.
Example 5.6. Let p();q();a(x; t) be as in Example 2.1. It satises (6) if and
only if q+  0; cf. [11, Proposition 3:7].
Lemma 5.7. Suppose (x; t) satises (5) and (6). Let f be a nonnegative
measurable function on RN and let E2 be as in Theorem 3.1. Then E2  Eh;f .
Proof. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on RN and let x 2 RN . By





  A6B (y; f(y))
(x; r N k(r) 1)
;
where  = k(r1)
 1=N . Hence E2  Eh;f .
Combining this lemma with Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we obtain
Proposition 5.8. Assume that  satises (5) and (6). If f 2 L(RN ), then
E2 in Theorem 3.1 has Hausdor h-measure zero, that is, Hh(E2) = 0, and it has
(k;)-capacity zero.
Remark 1. The above denition of the Hausdor measure is slightly dierent
from the one in [5]. However, noting (5.1), we see that the proof of [5, Theorem 4.10] is
valid for Hh and we have the following result:
Suppose (x; t) satises (5). If Hh(E) = 0, then Ck;(E) = 0.
Applying Theorem 3.1, Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.8 to k = I, we can state:
Corollary 5.9. Let 0 <  < N and let f 2 L(RN ) satisfy (2:4) with k = I.
Suppose (x; t) satises (3), (5), (6) and
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(I) s 7! s "1 =N 1(x; s) is uniformly almost increasing on (0;1) for some "1 > 0;
	(x; t) satises (	1), (	2) and
(	I) there exists a constant A
0













	(x; jI  f(x)  I  f(x0)j) dx = 0
holds for all x0 2 RN n E for a set E of (I;)-capacity zero.
x 6. Appendix: uniform almost-increasingness of tp() log(e+ t)q()
In this section, we give an outline of a proof of the equivalence stated in the last
part of Example 2.1.
For a positive function f(t) on (0;1), set





f is almost increasing on (0;1) if and only if A[f ] <1. Note that f is non-decreasing
on (0;1) i A[f ] = 1.
A family ff(t)g2X of positive functions on (0;1) is uniformly almost increasing










; t 2 [0;1):
Obviously, if q  0, then Fp;q(t) is non-decreasing on (0;1). If p = 0 and q < 0, then
F0;q(t) is not almost increasing. In case p > 0 and q < 0, it is easy to see that Fp;q(t)
is almost increasing. We are interested in the evaluation of A[Fp;q] in this case. Since
A[Fp;q] = A[Fp=( q); 1] q;
we will evaluate A[Fr; 1] for r > 0.
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Let c0 := log(e+ 1). We see that
1
c0




 1 + log   2 log(e+ )








L(r)  A[Fr; 1]  2L(r) (r > 0):
Here note that sup1e 
 r log(e+ )  2,
sup
>e
 r log(e+ )  2 sup
>e
 r log   2
er
;





















































Note that e 1=e  ( q) q  max(1; ( q0) q0) if q0  q < 0. Then from the above
inequalities we have:
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a nonepmty set and let p() and q() be real valued
functions on X such that p()  0 for all  2 X and inf2X q() >  1. Then, the
following (1) and (2) are equivalent to each other:
(1) The family fFp();q()(t)g2X is uniformly almost increasing on (0;1);
(2) q()  0 at points  2 X where p() = 0, and
sup
2X; p()>0; q()<0
q() log p() <1:
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